Enhancement Technology for Electrospray Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA) Nanofiber from Zuheros Nano: A Preliminary Study
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Abstract. Polyvinyl alcohol PVA nanofiber is a biocompatible material that has numerous potential in health application include as bone and tissue implant, anti-fungal, anti-microbial, air filter and waste water treatment. In this study, the electrospin fiber has successfully fabricated by using Zuheros Nano-electrospin machine. This is a new generation of electrospin machine which offer a faster, safer, controlled spinning conditions and highly reproducible. The 6 and 8 wt % of PVA was prepare and operated at different electric field of 15 and 20 kV at different distance between tip to collector (TDC) of 15 and 17 cm. The physical characteristics of electrospin fiber were observed under optical microscope. Result shows that at higher voltage 20 kV, TDC 17 cm of 8 wt % PVA has produce a smooth, fine and well arrange of fibers formation compared to other electrospin parameter. The PVA electrospin membrane was successfully formed as spray durations increased to 90 minutes. The different polymer concentration (wt%), TDC (cm) and electrospray voltage (kV) effects the PVA nano-fiber formation.
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INTRODUCTION

Fabrication of electrospin fiber has been extensively studied due to its excellent properties include having a hollow structure, multilayer, porous, present of core and shell and its layer formation was side by side (Tarus et al. 2016). This electrospin fiber characteristics has able it to become a good model for gas storage, sensing, tissue remodelling, absorption and filtration which further potential applied in field of tissue engineering, wound dressing, membrane separation, waste water filtration, bio-sensor, wearable eletronic or battery and photocatalyst (Chen et al. 2019 & Wang et al. 2019). In addition, the poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA) polymer have various potential since it’s a non toxic, hydrophilic and biocompatible materials with good properties include high strength, water solubility, gas permeability and thermal characteristics(Park et al. 2010). The advantages feature of both PVA and electrospin fiber, a fabrication of PVA electropin fiber via electrospin techniques were interest to explore due to the simple and effective for formation of fibers, well controlled morphology, surface, size or diameter of fibers (Tan et al. 2005 & Lee et al. 2008).

Compared to conventional electrospray system available, there are several limitation include the uncontrolled electrospay conditions (humidity and temperature), single source of polymers, non-rotating collector, manual adjustment of target distance and voltage, less safety as setup in open environment, small scale production and passive solvent exhaust system. On the other hand, Zuheros Nano-electrospin machine has an offered upgraded features include the enviroment tightly controlled of temperature and humidity, auto-shut down voltage for safety, adjustable voltage power supply to improve polymer deposition, secondary syringe pump with co-axial spinning head (able to spin co-polymers), secondary scanning emitter stand, multi emitter spinning head and stand (single and co-axial), taylor cone visualisation system, rotating collector (drums) (LIPI 2019). This has provided a good and improved electrospin conditions for fabrication of PVA nano fibers.

The success in fabrication of smooth, bead free and uniform electrosin fiber influence by various factors such the applied electric field, distance between the needle and collector, flow rate, and needle diameter known as electrospin parameters. For preparation of polymers solution, the solvent use for dissolution of polymer, polymer concentration (wt%), viscosity and solution conductivity were also affects quality of electrosin formed (Haider et al. 2018). The relative humidity and temperature of electrosin were the environment factor that directly affects the succes in generation of electrosin fibers. Among all electrosin parameters, there are three main electrosin parameters were study using Zuheros Nano electrosin machine include the different polymer concentration (wt%), TDC distance (cm) and electrospray voltage (kV) on the formation PVA nano-fiber as an optimisation study. This is important to ensure the reproducible and quality of electrosin fiber (smooth, beaded-free, target diameter and uniform size) that fabricate from this improved electrosin machine.
**METHODOLOGY**

**Preparation of polymer solution**
A 8 wt % and 6 wt % of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) solution is prepared by dissolving 0.8 and 0.6 gram of PVA into 10 mL of nano-pure water. The sample was stirred for 1 hour at a solution temperature 90°C with a stirring speed of 750 rpm.

**Electrospinning process**
The electrospinning process is carried out using the Zuheros-Nano electrospin machine (Lembaga Ilmu Pengetahuan Indonesia LIPI, Indonesia), by placing a 8 wt % and 6 wt % of PVA solution into the needle and sprayed at different distance from the collector (TDC) 15 cm and 17 cm. Electrospinning was carried out for one hours at different operating voltage of 15 kV and 20 kV. The electrospin machine setup as shown in Fig.1.

**Figure 1.** The Zuheros-Nano electrospray machine setup.

**Characterisation of electrospun fiber**
Morphological characterization and sample diameter were performed using Nikon optical microscope (YS100, Japan) equip with Nikon camera to capture electrospun fibers.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Effect of different electrospin voltage (kV)**
Current flow is important factor that influence the success in formation of electrospin fiber. Thus in this study two electrospin voltage of 15 and 20kV were used to study the effects of current flow towards the electrospin fiber formation (Fig 2 & 3). Result from optical image shows that at higher voltage of 20kV (similar TDC), thinner and smoother fiber was formed, while at much lower voltage of 15kV thicker and uneven fiber formation. This is due to the high voltage applied on PVA polymer surface has increase the solution conductivity thus cause the polymer solution to stretch and repulse between the polymer jet create unstable state of polymer (Acik et al. 2019 & Tarus et al. 2016). At critical voltage, these unstable polymers will spin from spherical droplet to deform Taylor cone and finally form ultrafine nanofibers (Laudenslager & Sigmund 2012).

**Figure 2.** The optical image of 6 wt % PVA electrospin fiber a) voltage 15kV, TDC 15cm b) voltage 20kV, TDC 15cm c) voltage 15kV, TDC 17cm d) voltage 20kV, TDC 17cm.
Similar results were also by Sill & Recum (2008) reported small-diameter nanofibers formation at higher voltage electrospin. However the critical applied voltage may vary from polymer to polymer and beaded nano fibers will form as result of too high voltage during electrospin (Haider et al. 2018). As qualitatively observed, at lower voltage electrospray of 15kV more time needed for the polymer solution spray thus require more PVA volume of solution to form fiber as compared to 20kV. Thus we suggest that 20kV was a good electric voltage value for formation of PVA electrospin fiber via Zuheros-Nano.

Effect of different electrospin distance tip to collector (cm)
Figure 2 & 3 shows the optical image of electrospun fiber at different tip to collector (TDC) at 15 cm and 17cm. With other electrospray parameter constant, the increase of TDC shows smoother, uniform and thicker electrospin fiber formation. This happen due to higher TDC (cm), more time for polymer to travel from needle tip to aluminium collector, more time for solvent to evaporates, thus solidification rate higher due to rapid transition of liquid to solid as in Fig 4 (Homayoni et al. 2009). In addition as more travel distance during electrospray cause higher electric field strength on polymer solution from voltage exposure, higher stretch of polymer results in thin uniform fibers due to the predominance of non-axis symmetric fiber (Meli et al. 2010). This can clearly seen on results of 17cm TDC. However, if shorter TDC tends to form much rough fiber formation due to solvent not fully evaporates, short time for solidification of polymers which higher chances form ununiform fine structure or beaded fiber as can be observed in Figure 2b for 15cm TDC. Similar results was reported in Meli et al. 2010 which explained that droplet of polymers solution and beaded fiber formation was promoted when electrospay conditions at high charge densities over axis-symmetric instability modes. This result suggest that TDC of 17cm was able to form smooth thin fiber compared to TDC 15cm tends to form ununiform or beaded fibers.

Effect of PVA polymer concentration
The polymer concentration has been one of important factors that influence the fabrication of electrospun fiber. In this study the 6 wt % and 8 wt % of PVA polymer concentration were studied. From qualitative observation, the 6 wt % PVA showed much lower viscosuity compared to 8 wt %. Since the 6 wt % PVA polymer solution was less viscous, thus it tends to form
droplet which require more time and polymer solution (volume) before the fibers started to spray. While for the 8 wt% PVA polymer solution was more viscous, thus less droplet formation and the polymer will straight away spin to form fibers. Kong and Ziegler (2013) were also reported less bead or beadless nanofiber successfully formed using higher concentrations of polymers. As compared with both polymer concentrations, higher PVA of 8 wt% was better performance in fabrication of electrospin fiber since less polymer solution (volume) needed and faster fiber formation. Result was in compliment with other studies which explained that lower polymer concentration indicates that not enough polymers to entangle and spin through to form fiber (Murthe et al. 2019 & Acik et al. 2019).

The optical microscope image in Fig 2 showed that at 6 wt % less fiber formation and much thinner, compared to 8 wt % (Fig 3) fiber was packed, thicker and smoother. This is due to more viscous polymer solution, higher polymers entanglement occurs and better chances to form uniform fiber (Murthe et al. 2019 & Acik et al. 2019). Study by Huang et al. (2003) & Kong and Ziegler (2013), reported that electrospray using 6 wt % of polymer solutions have higher possibility to form beaded fiber, while 7 to 10 wt % polymer solution tend to form beaded free fiber. However if too high polymer concentration, the viscosity of polymers make it unable to flow through syringe needle and may require more spray durations, higher voltage and flow rate to fabricate its fiber. This was non economical especially to upscale for industrial industry.

Humidity cause changes in the nanofibers diameter by controlling the solidification process of the charged jet. However in this study using Zuheros nano electrospin machine, the relative electrospray humidity (71.50±2.64%) and temperature (28.9±0.5°C) were well controlled. Thus it can assume that the solidification of polymers was homogen.

**Formation of PVA electrospin membrane**

The PVA electrospin membrane was successfully formed as spray durations increased to 90 minutes (Fig 5). The membrane can easily detach from aluminium foil after electrospray. Compared to other conventional electrospin machine, to form a membrane the spray duration need up to 12-14 hours to obtain sufficiently thick around 10µm (Wu et al. 2005). This shows that Zuheros Nano electrospin machine has better performance in formation of electrospin membrane. However the succes in fabrication of nano fiber membrane may differ depends on type of polymer.

---

**Figure 5.** The PVA (a) electrospin fiber on alluminium and (b) fiber membrane.

---

**Figure 4.** The principle of fabrication PVA electrospin fiber.

**Figure 6.** The Zuheros nano electrospin fiber machine.
CONCLUSION

The different polymer concentration (wt%), TDC (cm) and electrospray voltage (kV) effects the PVA nanofiber formation. Out of all parameters, the optimised combination conditions was using 8 wt% PVA polymer concentration, voltage 20kV and spray distance of 17cm. The Zuheros nano electrospray machine has huge potential in nano-material application which improves the electrospray performance in formation of electrospun fiber and membrane.
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